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ABSTRACT 
In this study we evaluated a novel approach for examining 
the link between gaming expertise and cognitive skills, and 
the value of recruiting and running participants at a MOBA 
gaming tournament. Participants completed a set of cognitive 
tasks that measured spatial working and long term (location) 
memory, basic cognitive processing, and gaming experience. 
Comparable reliability on the working memory task and 
results in line with previous research on the location memory 
task indicated the data collected was valid and reliable. We 
observed a significant relation between gaming experience 
and response time on the location memory task. We discuss 
that conducting gaming research at a tournament is a valid 
way of collecting data for a gaming expertise study while 
providing a range of gaming expertise that may not be 
available when recruiting at college campuses. Furthermore, 
our results extend previous gaming research that suggests 
that individual differences in gaming experience are 
correlated with the speed of recalling spatial information 
from long term memory. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The continued rise of video game play among individuals has 
increased interest in the impact of video game experience on 
cognitive skills. Video game play has grown in popularity in 
recent years with research showing 97% of teens and 81% of 
American adults ages 18-29 have played video games [25]. 
Alongside the rise in popularity of these competitive games 
is a growing body of research examining whether individual 
differences in cognitive skills are linked to gaming 
experience and expertise. There is evidence that video 
gamers outperform non-gamers on measures of attention and 
spatial perception [3,19], processing speed [32], and, in some 
studies, working memory [11,32]. As the majority of this 

research has focused on college students who play first 
person shooter (FPS) games, an open question is whether 
individual differences in other gaming experiences are also 
connected to cognitive skills. 

A specific type of video game experience, multiplayer online 
battle arena or MOBA, has undergone particularly rapid 
growth in players and viewers. Typically, in these games, 
players each select a unique avatar (often called a hero) and 
are sorted into two teams of five which compete to destroy 
their opponent’s headquarters. In addition to being played by 
casual gamers, MOBAs have also been used as an eSport 
with matches where expert gamers compete for cash prizes 
while a live audience views the gameplay. Similar to 
professional sports, millions of viewers watch video game 
matches with recent MOBA tournaments attracting more 
viewers than NBA finals games [7,20,41]. Since MOBA 
players have a wide range in expertise, from casual to 
professional gamers, they offer a unique opportunity to 
explore whether gamers of varying expertise levels also vary 
in their cognitive skills. In addressing this question we also 
aim to address concerns that have been raised in regard to the 
small sample sizes and lack of a range of expertise levels that 
have been argued to be present in previous research that has 
compared gamers to non-gamers [2,39]. In the present study, 
we took a novel approach to these issues by examining 
potential connections between a subset of cognitive skills 
(spatial working and long term memory) and MOBA gaming 
expertise by recruiting participants at an international 
MOBA gaming tournament. By doing so, we aimed to 
examine whether a wide range of gamer expertise can be 
captured at a gaming tournament, whether quality data can 
be collected in such an environment, and whether MOBA 
gaming expertise is connected to individual differences in 
cognitive skills.  

Research examining the links between individual differences 
in cognitive skills and gaming expertise have yielded varying 
results. In these studies, participants are typically recruited 
from college campuses (majority of studies cited in this 
manuscript) and are separated into two groups of individuals 
based on gaming experience. Those who are defined as 
gamers typically play greater than five hours a week whereas 
non-gamers are defined as those who play less than an hour 
a week [1,6,8,10,11,13,18,19,32]. There is evidence that 
gamers outperform non-gamers in basic perceptual skills 
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such as integrating information that is presented in multiple 
modalities [13], detecting changes in visual stimuli [10], and 
visuospatial acuity [19]. Differences have also been reported 
in visual attention capabilities with gamers being faster at 
finding a target amongst a set of distractors [8] and deploying 
attention to a select set of stimuli amongst distractors [6,18]. 
There is also mixed evidence that differences in gaming 
experience extend to visual working memory capacity 
defined as the number of chunks of visual information that 
can be retained [12]. Gamers outperformed non-gamers 
when given an N-back task where participants had to judge 
whether the current stimulus from a stream of randomly 
presented visual images was the same or different than the 
image N-back (e.g., two images back) [11]. Additional 
evidence of gaming experience effects has been observed 
with the speed of retrieving information in working memory 
[32]. However, there have also been null effects when 
examining the latent variables underlying working memory 
capacity [39]. A meta-analysis by Powers and colleagues 
[34] found that when there is an advantage for gamers over 
non-gamers on cognitive measures the effect size is typically 
small, which is consistent with mixed results in previous 
research. 

There has been much discussion in regard to reconciling the 
mixed evidence of gamer advantages on cognitive tasks. The 
cross-sectional nature of the majority of gaming studies, 
placing participants into categories of gamers and non-
gamers, has been highlighted as a potential limitation for 
both statistical concerns [39] and threats to validity [2,24]. 
Specifically, setting up an extreme-group design which omits 
a large range of individuals between the two extreme 
categories can lead to increased risk of statistical errors 
including an increased chance of Type I error [35,39]. 
Additionally, since this research has typically grouped 
gamers into one category it is an open question as to whether 
similar relations exist with gamers of different expertise. To 
begin to address these issues we focused on individuals 
within the ‘gamer’ category. Previous research with chess 
experts has taken a similar approach, examining whether 
individuals who vary in chess experience also vary in 
performance on cognitive tasks. For example, it has been 
observed that chess players that range in skill, from 
beginners to chess masters, vary in their ability to chunk the 
spatial locations of chess pieces on a board [9,16]. By taking 
a similar approach, we aim to address the open question as 
to whether the reported effects in previous video game 
research that categorize participants as those who do and do 
not play games apply to gamers who range in expertise.  

Addressing individual differences in gamer expertise 
requires a participant recruitment approach different from 
previous research. The majority of gaming studies have 
recruited participants from college campuses. This has led to 
small sample sizes of gamers in part due to the few 
participants who can be classified as gamers [39]. 
Furthermore, whereas individuals who play more than 5 
hours per week are identified as gamers in these studies, 

expert eSports players can play that many hours in one day 
[29]. These issues cast doubt as to whether a sufficient 
sample size of gamers who range in expertise can be 
recruited at college campuses. We propose a novel approach: 
recruiting participants from international gaming 
tournaments. By targeting these events, we believe that a 
representative arc of skill levels within a game can be 
captured, providing a large and externally valid sample of 
gamers who vary in expertise. 

International gaming tournaments that have been established 
with the rise of eSports offer an opportunity to recruit a large 
number of gamers that range in gaming expertise. Some of 
the most popular tournaments, in regard to attendance and 
viewership, are those of MOBA games such as League of 
Legends and Defense of the Ancients II (Dota 2). This genre 
of game is typically defined as being a free-to-play game 
where gamers control a hero they select and, alongside a 
team of other gamers and their heroes, battle an opponent 
team with the goal of destroying their home base. The 
tournaments are composed of brackets where teams compete 
against each other to win money and recognition. They are 
typically held in indoor arenas to fit both the teams 
competing and the large number of fans that attend to view 
the competition. Much like professional sporting events such 
as the NCAA College Basketball Championship, MOBA 
tournaments attract dedicated gamers who are interested in 
the game and vary in gaming expertise themselves. These 
fans are typically familiar with the basic mechanics of a 
game and are typically players of the game themselves. This 
offers the chance to sample gamers who are familiar with a 
particular game and vary from novices to professional 
gamers. However, recruiting participants in a tournament 
environment is much different than a laboratory 
environment. To our knowledge, running a cognitive 
research study at a gaming tournament has yet to be done 
although the value of it has been considered theoretically 
[23]. This leads to a basic but critical question: can valid and 
reliable data be collected at a MOBA tournament? 

The MOBA genre is unique relative to the types of games 
that typically dominate gaming research (e.g., first person 
shooters, puzzle games such as Tetris) and emphasizes a 
different balance of skills [24]. Whereas FPS games 
emphasize precise coordination of visual and motor 
processes to detect and then react to opponents, MOBA 
players, to a larger extent, rely on in-depth knowledge of 
character capabilities to strategically select an appropriate 
match-long plan for defeating opponents. Furthermore, 
players adapt to the ever changing status of the battle arena. 
MOBA games contain a number of buildings and structures 
that can either be a danger or an opportunity to gain an 
advantage depending on game progression. As such, 
accurately and rapidly monitoring and responding to changes 
displayed via the arena map can give a competitive 
advantage. Given both the emphasis and importance of 
knowledge recall in MOBAs, they provide an opportunity to 
examine whether gaming expertise transfers beyond 
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perceptual abilities and working memory skills, to long term 
memory. Specifically, the ability to recall which game 
elements are located where relies in part on spatial memory, 
a component of episodic memory [5]. This leads to the 
question as to whether MOBA gamers of higher expertise are 
better able to retrieve spatial memories compared to those 
gamers with less expertise. 

The goal of the present study is to evaluate the use of a 
MOBA tournament environment to examine whether 
individual differences in gaming expertise are reflected in 
cognitive skills. To do so, we selected The International 5 
(TI5) tournament of the game Dota 2 to examine whether 
gamers who vary in Dota 2 expertise also vary in working 
memory capacity and spatial memory performance. We 
tested working memory for two reasons. First, as reviewed 
above, there is mixed evidence as to whether gamers 
outperform non-gamers on measures of working memory (cf. 
[11,39]). As such, it is an open question as to whether this 
relation exists when looking within the MOBA gamer 
population. Second, there has been much research examining 
working memory performance in young adults [22,33,38] 
providing a benchmark to which tournament participants can 
be compared to determine the reliability and validity of data 
collected at a gaming tournament. In regard to spatial 
memory, the emphasis of MOBAs on long term memory 
storage and recall make it an opportune genre to examine 
whether relations exist between spatial memory measures 
and gaming expertise. Patterns of performance on a pair of 
spatial memory tasks observed in previous research can be 
used to further assess the validity and reliability of the 
tournament data. Specifically, in these tasks participants are 
shown an array of pictures. Next they are presented a similar 
array of images where some of the spatial locations of the 
pictures have been changed. Participants have been found to 
be more accurate when recalling spatial locations when the 
objects have exchanged locations with each other compared 
to when objects are moved to novel locations where no object 
was previously located [21,26]. Examining whether a similar 
performance difference is present with tournament 
participants can provide an additional way to evaluate the 
quality of data collected in such an environment. To focus 
specifically on potential differences in working and spatial 
memory in relation to gaming expertise we also included a 
baseline measure of cognitive ability. We utilized a number 
ordering task that has been found in previous research to be 
related to math ability [28] to control for general cognitive 
performance of tournament participants.  

An ancillary objective was to compare the use of objective 
versus self-report measures of gaming expertise. Gamers 
have typically been classified based on the amount of time 
spent playing a game. This raises the question as to whether 
self-report measures of play experience can be used as a 
proxy measure of expertise. Specifically, exposure does not 
necessarily equal expertise; a person who plays basketball 
frequently for exercise has much basketball experience, but 
may not be an expert basketball player [2,24]. Dota 2 is 

played online on a platform called Steam (Valve 
Corporation) which gathers a great deal of information about 
players and their game play. We were able to retrieve the 
Dota 2 player rankings that were generated via a proprietary 
algorithm Valve Corporation uses to rank player expertise 
similar to the Elo rating system for chess players. 
Additionally, we retrieved the amount of time gamers have 
played the game as recorded by the game itself. For self-
report measures of gamer expertise, we asked gamers to rate 
the length of their playing history with Dota and the amount 
of time they play the game per week. By including both 
gaming expertise measures we aimed to evaluate the extent 
to which these measures yield similar results to determine 
whether they can be independently used in future research to 
assess gaming experience. 

We have the following hypotheses: 

H1:  Recruiting participants at a game tournament will result 
in a large, representative sample of gamers who vary in 
expertise. 

H2: Data collected within a gaming tournament environment 
will be of similar quality compared to cognitive tasks 
presented within laboratory environments. 

H3: MOBA expertise will be correlated with individual 
differences in spatial working and long term memory. 

H4: Objective and self-report measures of MOBA expertise 
will similarly relate to individual differences in working and 
spatial memory performance. 

METHOD 
Study Environment 
The tournament took place inside Key Arena in Seattle, WA, 
USA from August 3rd to August 8th, 2015. Outside the arena 
was a large lawn area with a screen that had the tournament 
coverage projected onto it, a merchandise store, and a 
pavilion area that contained sponsors and vendors. It was 
within this vendor area that the data collection took place. 
The booth was situated adjacent to a video game demo area 
as well as a sponsored DJ. Booth space at TI5 for the study 
was provided by Valve Corporation. No tournament pass 
was required to enter the vendor area. It was open each day 
of the tournament from approximately 10:00am to 6:00pm. 

Hardware and Software 
All components of the study were presented via a set of tasks 
built using the Python-based OpenSesame experiment 
builder (v. 2.9.6) [31] and custom scripts. Laptops were used 
to run the study (screen diagonal of 13.3 in) and ran the 
Windows 8 operating system. Participants had to use both 
the laptop keyboard and an external wired mouse to complete 
the tasks. A total of five laptops were used to run up to five 
participants simultaneously. 

Participation Requirements 
To participate in the study, individuals had to meet the 
following requirements: they needed to speak and 
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understand English, have knowledge of Dota 2, be able to 
provide their Steam account login ID, had to be attending or 
staffing the tournament (checked via TI5 badge), and either 
had to be 18 years of age or older or have signed parental 
permission to participate. For their participation, participants 
received either a t-shirt or collectible plush doll (donated by 
Valve Corporation). 

Demographics Questionnaire 
Near the end of the study, participants were requested to 
provide a set of demographic information including their age 
and years of schooling they had completed (as text-entry 
variables), ethnicity and race, gender, and to complete a 
series of questions used to indicate level of affluence. 
Affluence was assessed using the Family Affluence Scale for 
adolescents [4]. This 4-item scale asks participants a series 
of questions designed to measure the family wealth of 
individuals and responses to each question were summed 
together to create an overall affluence score with the 
following bands corresponding to different levels of wealth: 
low = 0-2, middle = 3-5, upper = 6-9. 
Self-Reported Video Game Experience Measures 
Participants indicated their experience with video games via 
a series of questions. The length of their Dota play history 
(both Dota 1 and 2) was assessed using a 7-point Likert-type 
scale with the following labels corresponding a response of 
0 to 7: “Never”, “0-6 months”, “6-12 months”, “1-3 years”, 
“3-6 years”, “6-9 years”, “9+ years”. Since the study required 
participants to have played some Dota, individuals who 
responded “Never” were not included in analyses. 
Participants were also asked to indicate the number of hours 
per week they play video games and the percent of that time 
they play Dota 2 (both text-entry responses). Using these 
values, we calculated the number of hours participants 
typically played Dota per week. 
Objective Video Game Experience Measures 
To play Dota 2, individuals need to log into their Steam 
account and have an active internet connection. By doing so, 
match statistics are captured and saved to the player’s 
account. Some of these measures are publicly accessible 
while others are only available to the player and Valve 
Corporation. We asked participants to provide their Steam 
ID to participate in the study and with the assistance of Valve 
Corporation we were able to collect objective measures of 
gamer experience and expertise. Specifically, we included 
total playtime which indicates the total amount of time a 
gamer has played Dota 2 (in hours). Additionally, we 
retrieved matchmaking rankings (MMR). This index of 
expertise is akin to the Elo rating system of chess players 
where the higher the ranking indicates a higher skill level 
player. The MMR rating we selected is generated by the 
results of ranked matches where players entered the match as 
an individual (as compared to part of a team). A player's 
MMR is used to match them against an opponent such that 
there is close to a 50% chance of either player winning a 
match. 

Cognitive Tasks 

Spatial Working Memory Task 
The working memory task was designed to assess spatial 
working memory capacity and performance speed. It was 
based on the abbreviated symmetry operation span task 
developed by Oswald and colleagues [33] and the automated 
operation span tasks developed by Unsworth and colleagues 
[38]. For the task, participants had to recall the spatial 
positions of a set of red blocks that were randomly placed 
individually within a 4 x 4 grid [instructions: “For each trial, 
you will be presented with a set of three to five pairs of 
figures and red blocks. After the set, you will then be 
presented with a grid where you will have to recall where the 
red blocks were located and the order in which they were 
presented (from first to last presented block).”]. Before the 
presentation of each red block, participants had to make a 
symmetry judgment regarding a black and white block figure 
composed within an 8 x 8 grid. They had to judge whether 
the figure was symmetrical along the y-axis (approximately 
half of the figures were symmetrical). The symmetry 
judgment and red block pairs occurred from 3 to 5 times, 
after which participants were presented with a blank 4 x 4 
grid and were instructed to click the boxes that contained the 
red blocks in the exact order in which they were presented (a 
total of 2 complete trials for 3, 4, and 5 sets; 24 individual 
block responses total). 

The trial procedure was as follows: a fixation dot appeared 
for 800 ms after which the 8 x 8 symmetrical figure was 
presented. The duration of the response period depended on 
each participant's performance during the symmetry practice 
trials. Following Redick and colleagues [36], participants 
were presented with six practice trials performing the 
symmetry task where the symmetrical figure remained 
onscreen until they clicked one of two buttons to indicate 
whether it was or was not symmetrical. The mean reaction 
time was calculated for these trials and the duration for 
symmetry judgments on test trials was set as the mean plus 
2.5*SD. Participants were informed of the time in which they 
were required to respond prior to the start of test trials. After 
the symmetry judgment, the 4 x 4 grid with one randomly 
placed red block was presented for 650 ms. After which, the 
next symmetry judgment was presented if the number of 
pairs for the trial had yet to be reached, or, the response 
period was initiated. There was no time limit for the response 
period and immediately after the last response the next trial 
began. 

This task utilized the shortened operation span task 
developed by Oswald and colleagues [33] ensuring that 
participants could complete the entire task in around 3 to 5 
minutes. This task has been found to be valid and reliable 
(correlation with latent working memory capacity variable = 
.48; Cronbach's alpha = .59 [33]). Scoring for the working 
memory task followed the absolute scoring method as 
described by Conway and colleagues [12] which sums all 
blocks correctly recalled in position and order across trials. 
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In addition, median reaction time for clicking each block in 
the recall portion of the task was collected. Overall accuracy 
on the symmetry task was used as a method for determining 
whether participants were following directions. 

Spatial Location Memory Task 
This task was utilized to assess facets of episodic memory, 
specifically spatial location memory. For this task 
participants were asked to memorize the locations of objects 
in two pictures (instructions: “For this task you will be 
presented with two pictures of sets of objects, one at a time. 
Your goal is to memorize the locations of all the objects in 
the two pictures so that you can detect which objects have 
moved locations.”). Afterwards, participants were asked to 
identify which objects in each picture had moved locations 
or remained in the same location. The task was based on 
those used by James and Kimura [21] and Levy, Astur, and 
Frick [26]. Two experimental conditions were used. In the 
exchange condition, a subset of the objects (10 of the 19 
objects) exchanged locations with another object in the 
picture. In the shift condition, a subset of the objects (10 of 
19) moved to a novel, unoccupied location. 

The procedure was as follows. After a 1000 ms fixation dot, 
participants were presented with the exchange picture for 30 
seconds and were asked to memorize the locations of the 
objects. Immediately after, a fixation dot was presented for 
1000 ms and the shift picture remained on screen for 30 
seconds and participants were asked to memorize the 
locations of the objects. Each picture contained a unique set 
of objects. After the 30 seconds elapsed, a manipulated 
version of the exchange picture was presented on screen and 
participants were asked to indicate for each object whether it 
had shifted locations or remained in the same place using a 
computer mouse. Participants left-clicked to indicate the 
object remained in the same location (a blue rectangle 
marked the object when left-clicked) and right-clicked to 
indicate the object had moved locations (a red circle marked 
the object when right-clicked). Participants had an unlimited 
amount of time to click all objects on the screen but were 
asked to work quickly and efficiently. They could also 
change the marking on each object as many times as they 
wanted. Once they had marked all objects, they could 
proceed by clicking a "continue" button. Next, a fixation dot 
appeared for 1000 ms and participants performed the same 
set of judgments for the shift condition picture. The 
dependent variables generated for this task were the 
sensitivity measure d-prime for each picture condition [30] 
and response time (RT) of the recall period (from onset of 
picture to clicking the 'continue' button) for each condition. 
The d-prime measure incorporates the hit rate (correctly 
saying a target had changed locations) and false alarm rate 
(incorrectly saying a target had changed locations) to assess 
how sensitive a participant was to a change in object location 
while controlling for guessing. 

Number Order Task 
This task was used to assess participants’ numerical 
processing ability which served as a baseline measure of 
cognitive processing. This was done for two reasons. First, 
we wanted our baseline measure to require participants to 
evaluate the semantic content of stimuli rather than a simple 
stimulus-response decision. Second, performance on 
symbolic number tasks has been found to be significantly 
related to a set of cognitive measures including arithmetic 
and working memory making it a valid measure of cognitive 
performance [27,37]. For this task, modeling the ordinal task 
utilized by Lyons and Beilock [28], participants viewed three 
Arabic numerals that ranged from 1 to 9 arranged 
horizontally and had to judge whether or not they were 
increasing in numerical value from left to right (instructions: 
“In this part of the experiment you will be presented with 
three numbers each from 1 to 9. Your task is to judge whether 
the numbers are increasing in value from left-to-right.”). A 
total of 36 test trials were presented, half of which contained 
numerals that were increasing from left to right and half that 
were not (half of these trials were randomly arranged while 
the other half decreased from left to right). Participants were 
required to respond within 1.5 seconds of viewing the 
numerals (pressed the 'O' key if numbers increased from left 
to right, 'P' key if they did not). If no response was made, the 
trial was marked as incorrect. Overall accuracy of correctly 
responding increasing or decreasing orders and median 
reaction time (RT) for correct trials were used as dependent 
variables for this task. 

Study Procedure 
To participate in the study, participants were first told what 
the study entailed and, if they remained interested, they filled 
out a release form. If a laptop was available, the participant 
was seated. If not, they were told to come back at a certain 
time to participate. Once seated at the laptop, participants 
were asked to read the instructions for each task carefully and 
to ask questions if they had any. They were then offered ear 
plugs to use if they thought it would help them concentrate 
on the tasks in the midst of the noise generated by the 
vendors and attendees of the tournament. Participants were 
then presented with an electronic consent form that abided 
by the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. They then 
completed a set of cognitive tasks, in a fixed order, 
containing the spatial working memory task, location 
memory task, numerical ordering task, and demographic 
information. After they completed these tasks they were 
presented with an electronic debriefing. Finally, participants 
were presented with an incentive (t-shirt or plush doll). The 
entire study took approximately 20 to 30 minutes to 
complete. 
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Table 1. Frequency of participants in race by ethnicity 
categories. 

RESULTS 

Participant Characteristics 
A total of 396 participants provided complete data for each 
of the cognitive tasks. A total of 34 females, 360 males, and 
2 individuals who identified as “other” were recruited. The 
average age of participants was 23.41 years old (SD = 4.12, 
Min = 13, Max = 50). Of the participants, 368 provided valid 
education level information with 28 completing at least some 
graduate schooling, 257 completing at least some college, 70 
completing at least some high school, and 13 completing at 
least some middle school. Participants who provided racial 
and ethnic information were from a range of backgrounds 
(see Table 1). The majority of participants (69.95%) fell 
within the upper band of the affluence scale (M = 6.18, SD = 
1.53). All subsequent statistical tests were two-tailed with α 
= .05. 

Evaluating Quality of Data Collected at Tournament 
We examined the quality of the data collected at the gaming 
tournament using two sets of analyses. First, we evaluated 
the performance rates of each task and the rate of attrition 
due to outliers. Second we analyzed the reliability of each 
task and, if available, compared these results to previous 
research. 

Working Memory Task 
Six participants did not maintain the 85% accuracy cutoff for 
the symmetry judgments as recommended in previous 
research [38]. An additional 14 participants were identified 
as outliers by being beyond 3*SD from the mean for either 
block score (M = 19.26, SD = 3.89) or median reaction time 
for block recall (M = 1783.27 ms, SD = 415.13; retained N = 
376; attrition rate = 5.1%). 

We next compared the scores in the present study to those 
collected by Oswald and colleagues [33] from a college 
campus. Participants performed significantly higher in the 
present study with a 95% confidence interval of 18.86 to 
19.65 compared to an estimated interval of 15.26 to 16.56 in 
Oswald et al. (2015). Despite this difference, the observed 
reliability of block score in the present study (alpha = 0.61) 
was comparable to that observed in Oswald et al. (2015), 
alpha = 0.59. 

Location Memory Task 
Thirteen participants were identified as outliers by being 
outside 3*SD from the mean for overall accuracy and 
response time for either picture condition (retained N = 383; 
attrition rate = 3.3%). Reliability based on accuracy for each 
item in both conditions was acceptable (alpha = 0.65). 

In line with previous research [21,26] participants were 
marginally more sensitive to changes in the exchange 
condition with higher d-prime scores (M = 0.77, SD = 0.80) 
compared to the shift condition (M = 0.68, SD = 0.76), t(382) 
= 1.84, p = 0.067. Additionally, response times were 
significantly shorter in the shift (M = 26881.04 ms, SD = 
9724.36) versus exchange (M = 39662.57 ms, SD = 
13062.70) condition, t(382) = -20.76, p < 0.001. 

Number Order Task 
Two participants were identified as either not paying 
attention to directions by having less than 50% accuracy or 
outliers by being outside 3*SD from the mean for median 
reaction time (retained N = 394; attrition rate = 0.1%; 
accuracy: M = 0.86, SD = 0.10); RT: M = 775.45 ms, SD = 
118.87). Reliability based on accuracy for each trial in the 
task was acceptable (alpha = 0.71). Additionally, accuracy 
was significantly above chance, t(393) = 74.63, p < .001. 

Summary 
When analyzing performance on the cognitive tasks we 
observed low attrition rates and acceptable reliability. 
Additionally, performance was above chance for the number 
order task indicating participants were following task 
instructions.  

Initial Comparisons of Performance Across Gaming 
Measures and Cognitive Tasks 
Prior to conducting correlational analyses, participants with 
missing or invalid data or who were identified as outliers in 
the tasks above were excluded from further analyses 
(retained N = 362). A total of 116 participants were dropped 
for either not having provided a valid Steam ID (required to 
retrieve MMR) or for not having played a ranked match.  One 
participant was identified as having a total playtime more 
than twice the duration of the next highest participant and 
was removed from further analyses. Upon inspecting the 
remaining distribution of scores four measures were 
identified as having extreme skew (age, skew = 1.04; total 
playtime, skew = 1.64; block RT, skew = 1.19; Dota per 
week, skew = 1.89) and were transformed to improve the 
normality of the distribution [age transformed using 
age=sqrt(age), block RT transformed using 
blockRT=log(blockRT), total playtime transformed using 
totalplaytime=sqrt(totalplaytime), Dota per week 
transformed using Dotaperweek=sqrt(Dotaperweek); see 
Table 2 for percentiles for game measures]. 

Race Hispanic or 
Latino 

Not Hispanic or 
Latino 

American Indian 3 3 
Asian 0 130 
Black 0 1 

Pacific Islander 0 1 
White 16 198 

Multiracial 5 28 
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Table 2. Percentile scores for gaming measures (no 
transformation applied; MMR = match making ranking). 

Zero-order Correlations across Gaming Experience and 
Cognitive Task Measures 
We initially examined whether individual differences in 
measures of gaming experience correlated with performance 
on the cognitive tasks. We observed that MMR was 
significantly positively correlated with age and number task 
accuracy, Dota history length was significantly positively 
correlated with age, and Dota per week was significantly 
negatively correlated with block score, age, and number task 
accuracy (see Table 3).  

Approach for Analyzing Contribution of Dota 2 
Experience to Cognitive Task Performance 
To assess the extent to which cognitive performance was 
predicted by gaming experience we used a set of step-wise 
multiple regression models. In all models the first step 
included age, number task RT, and number task accuracy to 
account for developmental and general cognitive factors 
when predicting task performance. The second step differed 
according to whether objective measures of Dota 2 
experience (MMR and total playtime) or self-report 
measures (Dota per week and Dota history length) were used. 
Using this analysis, the contributions of Dota 2 measures 
were analyzed for working memory and location memory 
task performance. All beta coefficients presented are 
standardized and are summarized in Table 4. 

Predicting task performance with objective measures of 
gaming experience. 
Of the models predicting cognitive task measures, MMR was 
a significant predictor of memory shift RT, β= -0.166, t(230) 
= -2.228, p = 0.027. Total playtime was not a significant 
predictor of any measure. 

Predicting task performance with subjective measures of 
gaming experience. 
When predicting cognitive task measures, Dota per week 
was a marginal predictor of block score, β= -0.113, t(230) = 
-1.7, p = 0.09. Dota history length was a marginal predictor 
of memory shift RT, β= -0.119, t(230) = -1.703, p = 0.09. 

DISCUSSION 
The goal of the present study was to evaluate the use of 
participants at a gaming tournament to examine whether 
MOBA gaming expertise is related to cognitive skills. Over 
the span of six days we collected data from close to 400 
gamers as they completed working memory, spatial memory, 
and number ordering tasks. Using reliability statistics and 
previous research as a benchmark for evaluating the data 
collected during the tournament, we found evidence of valid 
and reliable data for a set of cognitive tasks. In addition, we 
examined the use of self-reported and game-generated 
measures of gamer expertise in relation to performance on 
these tasks. We observed a similar finding for both sets of 
gaming measures for the location memory task: participants 
who had higher MMR or a higher amount of Dota 2 played 
per week had faster response times on the shift condition 
task. However, the two sets of measures deviated for the 
working memory task with self-reported Dota history length 
being a marginal predictor of block score. We argue that 
these results indicate that recruiting gamers at a tournament 
can provide a participant sample with a varied range of 
gaming expertise, and that MOBA gaming expertise is 
weakly correlated with individual differences in the speed of 
spatial long term memory recall. 

  

1 
MMR 

2 
Total 
Playtime 

3 
Dota 
History 
Length 

4 
Dota per 
week 

5 
Block 
Score 

6 
Block 
RT 

7 
Shift d-
prime 

8 
Shift RT 

9 
Exch. d-
prime 

10 
Exch. 
RT 

11 
Age 

12 
Number 
Task 
Acc. 

13 
Number 
Task 
RT 

2 .409*** - - - - - - - - - - - - 
3 .367*** .143* - - - - - - - - - - - 
4 .047 .370*** -.079 - - - - - - - - - - 
5 .028 -.016 -.016 -.139* - - - - - - - - - 
6 -.036 .080 .124 .031 -.347*** - - - - - - - - 
7 -.056 -.080 -.026 .037 .143* -.071 - - - - - - - 
8 -.100 .052 -.076 -.024 .040 .311*** .224*** - - - - - - 
9 -.040 -.103 -.058 .053 .046 .030 .379*** .262*** - - - - - 

10 -.097 .006 .104 -.062 -.074 .262*** .077 .453*** .107 - - - - 
11 .184** .098 .386*** -.195** -.035 .109 -.003 .063 .039 .103 - - - 
12 .242*** -.039 .062 -.203** .210** -.110 .087 .045 .111 -.066 .202** - - 
13 -.105 .089 .019 .095 -.109 .278*** .005 .144* .127 .172** .023 -.201** - 

* p < .05,** p < .01, *** p < .001  

Table 3. Correlations between objective (MMR= match making ranking; Total Playtime) and subjective (Dota History Length; 
Dota per week) gamer expertise measures and cognitive task performance (Exch = Exchange). 

 5% 25% 50% 75% 95% 
MMR 2254 3000 3526 4019 4710 

Total Playtime 
(hours) 625 1518 2324 3387 6082 

Dota per week 
(hours) 3 8 14 23 45 
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Block 
Score Block RT Shift d-

prime 
Exch. d-

prime Shift RT Exch. RT 

Step 1 
Predictors 

Age -.076 .119+ -.023 .007 .046 .111+ 
Num. Task Acc. .212** -.082 .097 .140* .067 -.057 
Num. Task RT -.064 .259*** .025 .155* .156* .158* 

Model with Objective Dota Expertise Measures 
Step 2 

Predictors 
MMR -.025 -.037 -.055 -.017 -.166*  -.104 
Total Playtime .016 .058 -.055 -.107 .106 .022 

Model with Subjective Dota Expertise Measures 

Step 2 
Predictors 

Dota per Week -.113+  .015 .053 .073 -.018 -.072 
Dota History 
Length .001 .092 -.027 -.085 -.119+  .072 

+ p < .1, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001  

Table 4. Standardized beta coefficients for step-wise regression predictors (MMR = match making ranking; Exch = Exchange; 
Num = Number). 

Game Expertise of Participants Recruited at Tournament 
Compared to College Campuses 
The results of the present study suggest that gaming 
tournaments provide an opportunity to collect valid data 
from a large number and range of gaming experts. A 
motivating factor for the present study was to examine 
whether a representative spread of gamer skill levels, from 
novice through intermediate up to expert, could be recruited 
from a gaming tournament. When comparing the sample of 
gamers that we recruited from the tournament to previous 
research, two main differences are observed. First, the 
amount of video game play time was much higher for the 
tournament participants who were used in the regression 
analyses. Participants at the 25th percentile reported playing 
8 hours per week, which is more than the typical lower 
boundary for defining gamers at college campuses (6 hours; 
see Introduction), and the 75th percentile playing 23 hours 
per week. This suggests that the sample of gamers recruited 
at the tournament had a higher level and broader range of 
gaming expertise compared to samples recruited in previous 
research [1,6,8,10,11,13,18,19,32]. In addition, we were able 
to utilize the in-game metrics to confirm an array of skill 
levels from MMR scores, ranging from 1088 to 6006 (see 

Figure 1). This suggests that recruiting participants from a 
gaming tournament provided a range of gamers that differ in 
experience and expertise. Although this is not surprising 
given data collection occurred at a gaming tournament, this 
can provide justification for future research to use eSport 
events as a method to recruit skilled gamers. 

Evidence That Quality Data Can Be Collected at Game 
Tournaments 
The results of the working memory and location memory 
tasks suggest that the data collected from tournament 
participants were valid and reliable. For the working memory 
task, the calculated reliability coefficient was close to what 
has been reported in previous research using the shortened 
symmetry span task with participants recruited from college 
campuses [33]. Furthermore, participants’ block score 
performance further indicates the data was valid. One 
prediction is that if participants were providing low quality 
data their scores would be lower than those reported in 
previous research due to a number of potential factors (e.g., 
low motivation, distractions). However, the 95% confidence 
interval for working memory performance was higher than 
reported scores collected at college campuses [33]. It is also 
notable that the attrition rate for failing to maintain the 85% 
accuracy threshold for the symmetry judgments was quite 
low (2%, 6 out of 396 participants) and the attrition rate 
remained acceptable when factoring in an additional 14 
participants who were outliers for median reaction time and 
block score (5%, 20 out of 396 participants). Although, to 
our knowledge, the attrition rates for college students 
completing the shortened version of the automated operation 
span tasks have not been reported, the attrition rate is lower 
than what has been reported for other versions of the task 
(e.g., [38]). Results from the location memory task also 
provide evidence that tournament participants provided valid 
data. Estimated reliability was adequate, attrition rates were 
low, and there were marginally higher d-prime scores on the 
exchange versus the shift condition. Although the effect was 
marginal, it is in the same direction as has been reported in 
previous research [21,26]. A concern, however, was the fixed 
sequence of the shift condition coming after the exchange 

Figure 1. Cumulative distribution function (blue) and 
histogram (N = number of participants within bin) for match 

making ranking (MMR). 
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condition could account for the performance difference. 
Additionally, performance was relatively low for each 
condition as indicated by low d-prime scores. However, 
results from the number task provide additional evidence of 
valid data. Again, estimated reliability was adequate and 
attrition rates were low. Furthermore, there was a significant 
positive correlation between number task accuracy and 
working memory block score which is in line with previous 
research [27]. Overall, we believe that these results indicate 
that the data collected was valid and reliable. 

We would like to emphasize that recruiting participants from 
a gaming tournament should be viewed as a complementary 
approach to recruiting participants from a college campus 
and conducting research in a controlled laboratory 
environment. Although the sample of gaming experts has 
higher external validity when recruiting from a gaming 
tournament in regard to obtaining a range of gamer expertise, 
a laboratory setting is most likely better suited to run gaming 
expertise studies that focus on more perceptual skills (e.g., 
attentional blink). As such it is important to consider the 
requirements and goal of the study when deciding whether it 
is more advantageous to recruit and test participants at a 
gaming tournament or college campus. 

Challenges and Recommendations When Recruiting 
Participants at Gaming Tournaments 
When running this study at a gaming tournament we 
encountered two main challenges when running participants. 
First, environmental noise and distractions were inherent in 
the tournament environment. The noise was primarily 
generated from attendees and other vendors in the outside 
pavilion area and the distractions also included 
environmental factors such as glare on computer screens 
from the sun. To mitigate these, we gave participants the 
option of using disposable earplugs and cardboard partitions 
to shade computers from the sun. An additional challenge we 
encountered was the sheer number of attendees that were 
interested in participating. Although testing a large number 
of participants in a short time period was a strength of this 
approach, the logistical challenge was determining how to 
assign participants a time-slot for testing. Our approach, 
which can be improved upon, was if the testing computers 
were occupied to have interested participants sign-up for a 
timeslot later in the day. We recommend a similar approach 
for future research. 

Given the range of different eSport tournaments we believe 
that researchers will be able to identify events that are best 
suited for their research goals and available resources. 
Tournaments occur at different geographical scales (e.g., 
local, regional, international) as well as with different genres 
(e.g., MOBAs, first person shooters; [17]) making them a 
rich opportunity to ask a research question with a specific 
gamer population in mind. Additionally, while ideally 
tournament organizers would be supportive, there are ways 
to conduct research alongside a tournament. For example, an 
alternative approach would have been to locate the testing 

area in a location either adjacent to the tournament venue or 
at tournament affiliated locations (e.g., hotels). Combined 
with utilizing social media or handing out flyers we believe 
this would be an effective way to conduct research without 
being onsite at a tournament. 

A concern with the data we collected is the high level of 
missing scores in regard to self-reported and objective 
measures of gaming experience. This occurred primarily for 
two reasons. First, participants were requested to provide the 
number of hours per week that they played video games and 
the percent of time they played Dota 2, each using a text 
response. Some of the entries were invalid or unclear leading 
to missing Dota 2 per week measures. Second, we requested 
that participants write down their Steam user account ID that 
we later used to retrieve objective game statistics. Some of 
the IDs provided were invalid (e.g., misspelled, wrong 
account name) and further some of the participants had not 
played a ranked game which is required to generate a ranked 
MMR. We believe that this should not discourage future 
studies from utilizing such measures since relatively minor 
adjustments can be made to reduce the amount of missing 
data. For self-reported measures of gaming experience, using 
a forced-selection method (e.g., drop-down box with 
percentages) could reduce missing data. Furthermore, a 
system for obtaining objective measures, including private 
measures such as MMR, of gaming experience would be to 
have participants log into their gaming accounts onsite to 
record these measures prior to the start of the study. 

Individual Differences in MOBA Expertise and Cognitive 
Skills 
A subset of cognitive task measures was weakly correlated 
with specific MOBA expertise measures. We observed that 
those with greater MOBA expertise, as indicated by MMR 
and Dota history length, were more likely to have faster 
response times on the memory shift condition. That the link 
was specific to the shift compared to the exchange condition 
suggests that this connection may be specific to spatial long-
term memory. Whereas it has been argued that performance 
on the exchange condition relies more heavily on processes 
involved in object recognition, the shift condition has been 
argued to more heavily rely on spatial long-term memory 
[21,26]. Similar to tracking the locations of players in 
MOBAs, objects in the shift condition are moving to novel 
locations requiring participants not only have to determine 
whether the identity of objects has shifted (e.g., in MOBA, 
has this immovable structure been destroyed), but also if the 
location of the object was novel (e.g., in MOBA, have 
players moved to a new location). This result extends 
previous research that has reported a correlation between 
gaming expertise and the speed of processing [32] to spatial 
memory. It is important to note that in the regression analyses 
age as well as general processing ability (number task 
performance) were included as predictors. Controlling for 
these factors makes it unlikely that the relation between 
MOBA expertise and shift location RT were due to 
systematic variations in these variables. The size of the 
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effects for MOBA experience and expertise measures were 
weak which is in line with the small to medium effect sizes 
reported in a meta-analysis of gamer versus non-gamer 
differences in cognitive skills [34]. To our knowledge the 
present study offers unique evidence that MOBA gaming 
expertise may be connected, in part, to spatial memory. 

There was evidence of a trend for individuals who reported 
playing more Dota 2 per week being more likely to have 
lower block scores on the working memory task. Although 
this effect was marginal, the negative relation deviates from 
previous research that has found a positive relation between 
working memory task performance and gaming experience 
[11,32] and research that has found no significant relation 
[39]. We are cautious in interpreting this result given the 
marginal nature of the effect. It is possible the high level of 
gaming experience we observed in our study could be a 
contributing factor. As mentioned previously, the number of 
hours played by participants (95th percentile was 45 hours 
per week) was much higher than rates reported in previous 
research. With age and other measures of cognitive 
performance controlled for in regressions, this pattern could 
suggest that there is a point of diminishing return in regard 
to cognitive skills with high levels of video game playtime. 
It has been found that excessive gaming playtime can be 
connected to lower scores on cognitive tasks and school 
performance [14,15]. Future research should attempt to 
replicate this effect and, if so, consider whether previously 
observed relations between cognitive skills and gaming 
experience differ for gamers at the lower versus higher end 
of the experience spectrum. 

These results do not provide evidence regarding the causal 
direction of the relation between cognitive skills and gaming 
expertise. As highlighted by Boot and colleagues [3], certain 
cognitive traits could predispose individuals to select to play 
video games. This seems especially likely with MOBAs. The 
games are typically free-to-play and available to any 
individual who has a computer with internet access. 
Combined with a commonly perceived steep learning curve, 
due to factors like more limited in-game resources, 
additional gameplay mechanics like “denying”, and 
additional character growth options compared to other 
MOBAs, it seems likely that there is a cognitive and 
motivational barrier to extended play of Dota 2. There is an 
array of individual characteristics, including cognitive and 
other traits (e.g., motivation; [42]), that make it more likely 
a player will invest the time and energy required to develop 
expertise within a game. It seems likely that the links 
observed in the present study are the result of gaming experts 
having the initial cognitive skill set and motivation to 
initially play the game well enough to continue and the 
resultant effects of accumulated experience with the game. 

A final question is whether self-report and objective 
measures of MOBA experience were capturing gaming 
expertise to a similar degree. Interestingly, the strongest 
correlations between gaming measures were between self-

reported Dota history length and MMR whereas Dota per 
week paired with total hours playing Dota 2. This suggests 
that the overall pattern of self-reported measures is similar to 
objective measures of gaming experience. Overall, these 
results indicate that specific measures of MOBA expertise 
(e.g., MMR) can be partially captured by collecting self-
reported measures of MOBA history experience. However, 
researchers should consider whether reducing redundancy by 
including fewer gaming experience measures outweighs the 
additional variance potentially explained by including a 
range of measures. 

Future Directions 
Our study brought up several findings we believe will be 
useful both in practical applications and future research.  
First, our findings indicate that the growing industry of 
eSports is an opportunity for researchers to reach a different 
segment of gamers, particularly “hardcore” gamers. It is 
likely that this trend can extend beyond just gaming 
tournaments into the larger segment of gaming events in 
general (e.g., Electronic Entertainment Expo, Penny Arcade 
Expo). Using these venues, future research can address three 
questions that stand out from the present study. Specifically, 
the extent to which spatial memory is linked to gamer 
expertise relative to knowledge of game mechanics (e.g., 
semantic memory) is unclear. It may be that, when 
accounting for this semantic memory, spatial memory may 
have little if any correlation.  Second, it is unclear which 
stage of memory recall (encoding, storage, consolidation, 
retrieval) contributed to the correlation. A possibility is that 
avid gamers may have an advantage during encoding by 
being better able to focus attention on relevant information 
despite noise from the environment. Finally, the potential for 
gender differences in the observed correlations should be 
considered. This will likely require a specific participant 
recruitment strategy that emphasizes equal sample sizes from 
each gender given that an open recruitment strategy which 
was used in the present study yielded a sample where the vast 
majority of the participants were male. 

CONCLUSION 
The present study provides evidence that gaming expertise 
studies can be conducted at MOBA gaming tournaments. 
Furthermore, we find evidence that individuals with higher 
levels of MOBA gaming expertise respond faster to 
decisions that rely on spatial memory. We suggest that 
researchers should consider conducting research at gaming 
tournaments in addition to college campuses to gain greater 
access to gaming experts. 
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